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Introduction: Active decoupling circuits are used in MRI both to protect electronics and to ensure patient safety by isolating reception (RX) coil from TX coil during 
transmission[1]. While widely used, some MR systems still do not provide an active decoupling bias signal and use only passive and/or geometrical decoupling. Active 
decoupling has advantages against other methods, in terms of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) or for a better control of transmit B1 uniformity[2]. An external circuit 
which independently generates an active decoupling signal for RX coils for any MR system was developed. This circuit was tested on a 0.2T system with no active 
decoupling, and at 3T to demonstrate its interest when an additional dedicated RX coil is designed and its connection is unknown or third part coil is not allowed[3]. 
 
Material and Methods: The active decoupling circuit is a RF-to-DC converter which outputs +340mA whenever a RF signal at Larmor frequency is detected by a 
pickup coil set near TX coil and outputs -34V otherwise (Fig.1). This DC bias signal is transmitted to RX coil to a PIN diode in parallel with tuning capacitor, which 
detunes RX coil during RF transmission period. 

 
Fig. 1: Example of a setup using the RF-to-DC converting circuit for active decoupling of RX coils. This circuit is needed if no connection with the MR device is 
available. Decoupling RX coil from TX coil is ensured by the active decoupling circuit switching a PIN diode on RX coil, whereas MR signal transmission can be 

provided by magnetic coupling (green wave) between a coupling loop and a conventional commercial coil connected to the MR device. 
 

In this study, MR experiments were conducted in order to validate the developed active decoupling circuit only, and a straight connection between RX coil and the MR 
device was performed. Experimental results employing this device were compared to reference configurations at 0.2T and 3T. These reference configurations are: 
1) a geometrical decoupling at 0.2T; 2) using decoupling signal provided by the MR system with known connection. Measurements were also performed without 
decoupling. A gradient echo sequence was performed with the following imaging parameters: at 0.2T, TR=430ms, TE=10ms, NEX=1, α=70°, FOV=160x160mm² 
(matrix 256x256), 13 slices (5mm). At 3T, TR=250ms, TE=10ms, NEX=1, α=80°, FOV=60x60mm² (matrix 256x256), 18 slices (2mm) and RBW=±23.8kHz. At 0.2T, 
a volume coil with a solenoid-shaped conductor was employed (n=6turns, diameter=70mm, length=20mm). At 3T, a single curved rectangular loop was used (54mm x 
35mm, curvature radius=20mm). Circuit performances were measured at both fields in terms of SNR, signal uniformity, and circuit response time. SNR profiles were 
obtained from acquired MR images, especially images at the center of the coil. SNR comparison was achieved at 3T by measuring in both cases SNR in the center 
region of the phantom. SNR uniformity was measured at 0.2T by measuring the deviation between SNR at the edges of the volume coil and SNR at the center. As for 
circuit response time, it was measured at 0.2T and 3T using an oscilloscope. Both rise and fall times were considered. 
 
Results: MR images obtained using the developed active decoupling circuit at 3T lead to a SNR with less than 5% penalty compared to the reference decoupling 
method. Signal uniformity at 0.2T in the worst orientation was preserved (19±1% against 17±1% uniformity) despite residual coupling distortions outside RX coil. 
Response time measured at 0.2T and 3T remained negligible (less than 30μs) compared to pulse duration which was about 3ms to perform the flip angle of the gradient 
echo sequences at both 0.2T and 3T. 
 
Conclusion: At 3T, the designed circuit for active decoupling gave performances comparable to that of the bias signal from the system, providing similar MR images 
with identical SNR. At 0.2T, measurements showed that with active decoupling, even in the worst orientation and despite SNR uniformity impairing beyond the edges 
of RX coil, SNR uniformity inside dedicated volume coil was sufficient for MR examination. Employing such circuit associated to magnetic coupling for MR signal 
transmission, home-made dedicated RX coils can be designed for example for preclinical examination and will therefore be easily connected. The active decoupling 
circuit we developed can be used on any MR device with any dedicated RX coil incorporating an active decoupling element. 
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